The Other Woman
by Jane Green

About the Book
Eric Jerome Dickey strides boldly over the minefield that is modern marriage. The central couple's biggest
challenge is timing: He works days; she works nights. Instead of growing together, they're rapidly drifting
apart, coexisting on stolen phone calls from work, punctuated by occasional bedroom encounters that leave
them both feeling even emptier and more alone. When she finds out about his affair-and starts her own-the
delicate fabric of their marriage is torn irrevocably asunder. Or is it? In Dickey's expert hands, what begins as
a seemingly unforgivable betrayal segues into the sexy and searing story of a man and a woman at a pivotal
turning point in their relationship. Only time will tell whether they'll let it all go...or can hold on to the love that
drew them together in the first place.

Discussion Guide
1. The "other woman" in Ellie's marriage is her mother-in-law, Linda, but there are many types of "other"
women in her life as well. Discuss conflicts of loyalty in the novel in terms of family, marriage and friendship.
2. Use one relationship triangle (e.g., Lisa, Trish, and Ellie) to demonstrate how relationships evolve through
the course of the book. Can you draw any parallels between this and your own life? Which character do you
most identify with? Why?
3. Ellie initially idealizes Dan's family as a substitute for her childhood experiences. How do her expectations
of marriage and family affect her happiness? Did you ever have similar feelings?
4. How does Ellie's identity shift as she moves from single woman to wife to mother? How does her choice of
friends reflect these changes? What does she learn?
5. We see Ellie's relationship with Linda through Ellie's perspective. How do you think Linda would describe
the events of the book? Were there moments when you sympathized with Linda instead of Ellie?
6. What is your opinion of Dan's behavior toward the conflicts between his mother and his wife? Did your
feelings for Dan's father change from the beginning of the novel to the end?
7. Compare the portrayal of marriage and family in this novel with another book or film you have enjoyed
recently. What similarities or differences do you notice in the depiction of the relationships? Is Dan and Ellie's
experience typical of marriage today?
8. There is a large cast of supporting characters in The Other Woman. Were there any that you wished
played a more prominent role in the novel? If so, briefly describe how you would have included them in the

plot. If not, explain which character you could have eliminated completely.
9. Take turns describing Ellie physically and psychologically. If the novel were a movie, whom would you cast
in the starring roles?

Author Bio
Jane Green's 15th novel, TEMPTING FATE, is soon to be released; she is the author of 14 previous New
York Times bestselling novels. Initially known for writing about single thirty-somethings, she has gone on to
write mature stories about real women dealing with all the things life throws at them, with her trademark
wisdom, wit and warmth.
A former feature writer for the Daily Express in the UK, Green took a leap in faith when she left, in 1996, to
freelance and work on a novel. Seven months later, there was a bidding war for her first book, STRAIGHT
TALKING, the saga of a single career girl looking for the right man. The novel was an immediate top-10
bestseller in England, and Green was an overnight success.
Now in her 40s, Green has graduated to more complex, character-driven novels that explore the concerns of
real women's lives, from marriage (THE OTHER WOMAN) to motherhood (ANOTHER PIECE OF MY
HEART) to divorce, stepchildren, affairs, and most recently, midlife crises (FAMILY PICTURES and
TEMPTING FATE).
She joined the ABC News team to write A MODERN FAIRYTALE --- their first enhanced digital book --- about
the history of Royal marriages, then joined ABC News Radio as a live correspondent covering Prince
William's wedding to Kate Middleton. She has written a micro-series for Dove starring Alicia Keyes, many
short stories, and has contributed to various anthologies, as well as regularly appearing on television shows
including "Good Morning America," "The Martha Stewart Show" and "The Today Show."
Together with writing books and blogs, she contributes to various publications, both online and print, including
Huffington Post, The Sunday Times, Cosmopolitan and Self, has taught at writers conferences, and does
regular keynote speaking.
A foodie and passionate cook, Green filled one of her books, PROMISES TO KEEP, with recipes culled from
her own collection. She says she only cooks food that is “incredibly easy, but has to look as if you have
slaved over a hot stove for hours.” This is because she has six children, and has realised that “when you
have six children, nobody ever invites you anywhere.”
Most weekends see her cooking for a minimum of 20 people in her home in Westport, Connecticut, where
she lives with her husband and their blended family. When she is not writing, cooking, gardening, filling her
house with friends and herding chickens, she is usually thanking the Lord for caffeine-filled energy drinks.
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